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TinyOS ProgrammingCambridge University Press, 2009
Do you need to know how to write systems, services, and applications using the TinyOS operating system? Learn how to write nesC code and efficient applications with this indispensable guide to TinyOS programming. Detailed examples show you how to write TinyOS code in full, from basic applications right up to new low-level systems and high...
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The Cambridge Double Star AtlasCambridge University Press, 2009
This magnificent atlas contains the most attractive and interesting double and multiple stars for viewing with binoculars and telescopes. It is a must-have for stargazers who want to explore these fascinating objects. The first modern star atlas devoted to double and multiple stars, it plots over 2,000 selected pairs of stars, each labeled with...
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Land, Conflict, and Justice: A Political Theory of TerritoryCambridge University Press, 2009
'Avery Kolers has written a terrific book on the idea of land and territory in political disputes. This is an incredibly important subject that has been largely ignored in political philosophy and legal theory. Kolers' book is the best writing of its kind: plausibly argued, lucidly written, and richly informed with empirical material. I learned an...
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Thomas Aquinas on the Passions: A Study of Summa TheologiaeCambridge University Press, 2009
The Summa Theologiae is Thomas Aquinas' undisputed masterwork, and it includes his thoughts on the elemental forces in human life. Feelings such as love, hatred, pleasure, pain, hope and despair were described by Aquinas as 'passions', representing the different ways in which happiness could be affected. But what causes the passions? What impact do...
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Cross-border Internet Dispute ResolutionCambridge University Press, 2009
The internet has the potential to increase the number of cross-border disputes between a wide range of different users. For many internet disputes, the use of Online Dispute Resolution (ODR) becomes critical. ODR uses information technology (such as expert systems) and internet communication applications (such as webforms or web filing platforms)...
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Knots and LinksCambridge University Press, 2004
Knot theory is the study of embeddings of circles in space. It is a subject in which naturally occurring questions are often so simple to state that they can be explained to a child, yet finding answers may require ideas from the forefront of research. It is a subject of both depth and subtlety.

The subject started to develop...
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Applied Speech and Audio Processing: With Matlab ExamplesCambridge University Press, 2009
Applied Speech and Audio Processing is a MATLAB-based, one-stop resource that blends speech and hearing research in describing the key techniques of speech and audio processing. This practically oriented text provides MATLAB examples throughout to illustrate the concepts discussed and to give the reader hands-on experience with important...
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Global Warming: The Complete BriefingCambridge University Press, 2009
John Houghton's market-leading textbook is now in full color and includes the latest IPCC findings, making it the definitive guide to climate change. Written for students across a wide range of disciplines, its simple, logical flow of ideas gives an invaluable grounding in the science and impacts of climate change and highlights the need for action...
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PolyhedraCambridge University Press, 1999
"The major virtue of the book is that the author has managed to find many interesting paths in mathematics not often traveled."   Notices of the AMS

This remarkable book goes far beyond the superficial, providing a solid and fascinating account of the history and mathematics of polyhedra... It is likely to become the classic...
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The Student's Introduction to MATHEMATICA®: A Handbook for Precalculus, Calculus, and Linear AlgebraCambridge University Press, 2009
"It's a good book... a book that most students can benefit from."  
MAA Reviews    

       The unique feature of this compact student's introduction is that it presents concepts in an order that closely follows a standard mathematics curriculum, rather than structure the book along features of the software. As a result,...
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Nucleosynthesis and Chemical Evolution of GalaxiesCambridge University Press, 2009
The existence and distribution of the chemical elements and their isotopes is a consequence of nuclear processes that have taken place in the past in the Big Bang and subsequently in stars and in the interstellar medium (ISM) where they are still ongoing. These processes are studied theoretically, experimentally and observationally. Theories of...
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Networks for Learning and Knowledge Creation in BiotechnologyCambridge University Press, 2009
Scientists in the biotechnology sector have developed a vast array of products and procedures, including drugs, diagnostics, agricultural products and veterinary procedures. This is made possible through various intra- and inter-organizational collaborations between the academic and private sectors, and through the establishment of networks for...
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